Our Strategy 2017-2027

“Come and See”
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This publication sets out our
vision and hopes for the next
ten years, and the different ways
in which you can contribute to
our communal life.
We want to share the life of the
Cathedral - to find out more about
what we are doing, to arrange a visit
or a tour, or if you might be interested
in supporting us do get in touch...
Please e-mail
reception@bristol-cathedral.co.uk.

Our
Cathedral

Our
Mission

Our
Work

We are the Bishop’s
church, the mother
church of the diocese of
Bristol.

We begin and end
in faith.

Worship - We use the best of our
resources to worship God.

We share and support our
Bishop’s vision, connecting the
parishes of Bristol, Swindon,
South Gloucestershire and North
Wiltshire with God, one another,
and the wider world. We are set
in the midst of a great city and we
serve that city. We offer the love of
God and the love of our neighbour
to visitors from near and far.

It is a privilege to work with diocese,
city and visitors, and to look after
this ancient building. Our mission is
to proclaim to every audience that
there is one God and one hope for
us all. The Cathedral is the place
where we set aside what divides us.
We are committed to making all
God’s people welcome and to telling
everyone the story of his love. All
are welcome here. There is no one
who does not belong.

Word - We tell people about Jesus
Christ and help them to live the life
he showed us.
Witness - We strive to live that life
of Christ ourselves and share it
with others.
In worship, word, and witness we
invite the diocese, the city and our
visitors to discover their unity in
Christ.We celebrate all that diversity
and proclaim one hope for us all.
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What we
will do next
Worship

We want more people to discover
God through worship.
We will find new ways to invite and
welcome people into worship.
We will celebrate and sustain the
excellence of our choral music.
We will explore other ways of
worshipping.
We will teach and explain worship.

Word

We will develop our programmes
of lectures and conversations.
We will develop our work with
schools and young people.
We will find better ways to teach
and support Christian discipleship.

Witness

Our Most Gracious
Sovereign King Henry
the Eighth….hath
erected this cathedral
church of Bristol

We will be bolder in our
commitment to social justice.
We will be an advocate and broker
in the city and diocese.
There are some practical projects
which will underpin this work.You
will find details of this on page 15.

Canon Roger Edgeworth
from a sermon of c.1542.
Picture from BBC’s ‘Wolf Hall’ filmed in 2014.
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Our diocese and city
Our diocese extends
through Bristol, South
Gloucestershire, North
Wiltshire and Swindon.
There are 165 parishes where over
30,000 people worship and 15,000
children attend church schools.
The Bishop of Bristol has set
out their vision for the diocese
- ‘Creating connections’. The
strands are ‘Connecting with
God, Connecting with each
other, Connecting with our
communities’.
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Within the vision there are three
priorities; Making disciples, Growing
leaders, and Engaging younger
generations, and a number of
strategic objectives have been
identified. The Cathedral Chapter
shares this vision and, as the
Mother church of the diocese,
is a focal point for putting it
into practice. In recent years
the Cathedral has made a more
explicit commitment to sharing its
experience and expertise with the
wider diocese in training events.
In the years ahead Chapter has
made particular commitments to
developing the discipleship courses
it offers and to reaching out more
effectively to young people.

Bristol is a mercantile city with
a long history of trading and
exploration. Over the centuries it
has been the driver of the economy
in the south west and today it is
a hub for key sectors including
aerospace, creative industries and
financial services. Bristol is a city
of many cultures and faiths and
has a vibrant and distinct identity;
there is a love of food, festival
and celebration, a concern for the
environment and a high level of
political activism, which is reflected
in concerns about the enduring
and damaging legacy of slavery and
other social and economic injustices.
In some parts it is affluent and
stylish, but in others, there is deeply
embedded deprivation which limits
the life chances and social mobility
of young people, and leaves others
neglected and alone. There is a
strong tradition of philanthropy
across the city, but today there are
still many endemic challenges facing
the elected Mayor and Council,
and all those who work to create
opportunities for others.
The Cathedral, sited on College
Green, is at the civic heart of
the modern city, and has been a
Christian presence in the area for
a thousand years. In the twelfth
century a monastery was built
between two rivers by local
merchant Robert Fitzharding. In
1539 it was surrendered to Henry
VIII’s commissioners, and in 1542 the
Abbey church became the Cathedral
of the Holy and Undivided Trinity,
part of the new Diocese of Bristol.
Annex A sets out more information
about our context and the key
trends which will shape our strategy
over the next ten years.

Our work with our community
and partners is built by making
relationships which we maintain
and develop over time. We aim
to be collaborative, flexible and
responsive, and our role include:
• Acting as a leader and broker
across the city. The Cathedral
can act as a neutral facilitator;
bringing partners together to
help them engage, find common
ground and develop ways to
improve the services and support
for people across the city, and
for particular areas of need. In
recent years we have facilitated
discussions around education and
helping older people, and we will
continue this approach.
• Providing a focal point in
times of celebration and disaster.
Our precinct, College Green, is a
focal point in the city for political
protest and vigils. We work with
the Council and other civic and
faith leaders to provide a place
where people can come together
to reflect on events. In recent
years we have hosted a number of
vigils for those who are suffering
in war zones and the victims of
terrorism attacks.

We have a wide network of
relationships and contacts.
• Cathedral Schools Trust includes an Academy and a Free
primary school sited in the
Cathedral’s external buildings and
precincts.
• Bristol City Council – we have
established relationships with the
elected Mayor, and work regularly
with the Council on a range of
issues including the management
of College Green.
• We work closely with the civic
offices of the, Lord Lieutenant,
High Sheriff and Lord Mayor and
with the Avon and Somerset
constabulary.
• Civil society – we work with
many organisations including
Quartet, the 5k Partnership (food
poverty), Unseen (anti-trafficking),
the Bristol Fairtrade Network,
Bristol Pound, Ecochurch South
West, Prince’s Trust, Christian Aid
and many more.

• Education – we work closely
with the universities of Bristol
and the West of England and
their higher education Chaplaincy
teams, and with Trinity College.
We work with City of Bristol
College and many of the local
primary and secondary schools
and further afield as part of our
education activities.
• Tourism & Heritage – we
work with Destination Bristol,
Tourist Information, Bristol
Culture and other cultural
partners, to promote the
Cathedral and the city to foreign
and domestic visitors. Examples
include, Heritage England, the
Sacred Space network, Berkeley
Castle and other Bristol visitor
attractions.
• Business – we have relationships
with a range of businesses including
large professional firms, our local
retailers on Park Street, suppliers
and contractors.

• Developing shared events,
initiatives and projects. Our
partner activities are many and
varied; whether it’s providing
rooms free of charge for
local charities to use, hosting
exhibitions for local causes, or
teaming up with heritage partners
to tell the story of World War I,
we find ways to support and
encourage the work of others in
the city.
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• Bristol Cathedral Trust is an
independent charity (801008)
which holds the Cathedral’s
historic asset base and raises
funds for fabric projects. It has a
membership arm in the form of
the Fitzhardinge Society.
• The Friends of Bristol
Cathedral is a membership
body and an independent charity
(274399) which supports the dayto-day mission and work of the
Cathedral.
• The Choral Foundation is an
independent charity (270373).
With an aim is to ‘enhance the
Choral worship and maintain
the Choral tradition in Bristol
Cathedral’. The Foundation does
this by supporting the boy and girl
choristers, and adults who sing in
our choir.

Our Community
‘Live in unity in the
house and be of one
mind and one heart
in God’.
Extract from the Rule of
St Augustine of Hippo

The Cathedral community is a broad concept and
includes all those people and groups that are at the
heart of our day to day life and activity.
The community includes; our regular
Sunday and weekday congregations,
families and visitors, tourists, as
well as our volunteers, contractors
and staff. It is important that all
feel welcome when they engage
with us, whatever their reasons
for coming into the building.
Sometimes our relationships do
have a more personal, or pastoral
dimension. People will often confide
in our clergy or Day Chaplains,
and we offer support and prayer in

those situations. As a church it is
important that the clergy provide
pastoral care and support to all
those who come into the Cathedral,
whatever the context.
There are also related charities and
membership bodies who form part
of the wider Cathedral community,
and who contribute directly to the
Cathedral’s work and mission.

We also work with local, national
and international faith partners.
• Parishes across the Bristol
Diocese and in other dioceses
where we hold the right of
patronage.
• We have ecumenical links with
the local Catholic, Salvation Army,
Methodist and URC churches.
• Sacred Place, ARC, and the
Bristol Multi-Faith Forum, and
other groups within the city who
promote issues of religious and
faith interest.
• The Church of England, Church
Commissioners, the Cathedral
Fabric Commission for England,
and the Association of English
Cathedrals (AEC).
• The Marktkirche in Hannover, and
churches in Uganda (the African
link in the diocese).
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Rites of passage
We mark the sacramental rites
of passage for individuals and
institutions. We welcome and reflect.
Diocesan and other special
services
We support the ministry of
the Bishop of Bristol and host
confirmation, ordinations and other
services.
We help schools and other local
groups commemorate key occasions
in the lives of their institutions.
Patronage parishes
We will support our patronage
parishes in the Dioceses of Bristol
and Bath and Wells. This can include
help with recruitment and reorganisation processes.

Our work programme
Many of our
day-to-day activities
remain consistent over
time, but there will be
some variety in the
detail of what we deliver
each year.
* Activities that deliver to the
Diocesan priorities are shaded in
blue.
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Worship
Daily
We offer a daily cycle of prayer
and praise. Drawing on the ancient
monastic traditions of the twelfth
century community of Augustinian
Canons who lived in the abbey, we
hold 3 services a day, 365 days a year.
Festivals
Worship acts out the life of Christ so
that we can share in it.The seasons,
the great festivals of Christmas and
Easter, tell a story. Daily service and
especially Choral Evensong, which in
the Cathedral is sung by a choir of
boys, girls and adults, are a measure
of our commitment.

Training and development of
lay ministers and clergy
We provide courses in liturgy and
theological reflection to those
already ordained, and those in
training. We will continue to host
placements for students from Trinity
College and others who wish to
experience Cathedral ministry.
Outreach
Over the next 10 years we want to
be innovative and find new ways to
encourage people who have never
experienced Cathedral worship
to join in, whether as an observer,
or participant. We will do this by
offering local businesses, charities,
and other organisations specific
opportunities to join in Choral
Evensong, and by hosting special
services for different groups.

‘We Have our Lives’ (WHOL)
Our WWI project focuses on
commemoration and prayer. It helps
people to explore prayer through
the remembrance of local casualties
who were lost during the four years
of the conflict. Activities will include
schools work, Crafty Cathedral
days, plays and film screenings,
photography exhibitions, and in
2018 a major event with the Royal
British Legion to commemorate the
armistice.

Word
Preaching the Gospel
We share the gospel through our
regular services, and help people
to explore the faith through Lent
Lectures, the Annual Theology
Lecture, and other lecture series.
This will include our clergy
preaching in parishes in the
diocese, our patronage parishes,
and more widely.
Discipleship
We will develop a lively programme
of theological reflection and offer
opportunities to engage with issues
of Christian discipleship.
Education work
We will work with primary and
secondary schools to help children
engage with the Cathedral and
the faith story. Through education
days (curriculum driven), Crafty
Cathedral, special events (e.g.
Candlemas) and other activities.
Our focus is to grow the number of
schools we work with, particularly
at the secondary level. We will also
make specific links to education
work through WHOL, conferences
for GCSE and A level pupils and

partnerships with other faith
organisations including The New
Room and St Mary Redcliffe.
Choral outreach programme
Bristol Voices will continue to
work with primary schools to
promote the choral tradition and
engagement with music and singing
to a new generation.

Witness
Pastoral work
We communicate the faith through
supporting and listening to those in
need or difficulty, whether regular
visitors or people who are just
passing through.
Social and environmental
justice
We will raise awareness across
the city and more widely about
key issues such as homelessness,
food poverty, people trafficking
and the environment. Our Canon
Theologian has established a social
justice group in the Cathedral and
a wider network at Diocesan level
which will facilitate new activities
and action.
Brokering conversations
We will help partners in the city
by giving them the opportunity to
get together to explore issues and
problems across Bristol. We can
reflect back the needs and issues
around us. In 2016 we explored
issues for those working with the
elderly. Different themes will be
chosen over time.

Volunteering
Volunteering is a great way of
developing community, and it has
many benefits for individuals – it
creates social opportunities and
gives people ways of exploring
new skills and activities. We would
like to be much more proactive
about growing our volunteer base
and giving people of all ages the
opportunity to join in with what
we do. We will also share our
knowledge and experience with
parishes in the diocese.
Adult education
Bristol is a vibrant city where people
love to express ideas and debate.
We want to provide opportunities
for learning and reflection on
contemporary and theological issues.
Art & heritage exhibitions
Our exhibitions explore a wide
range of themes through different
media. Some will help people
explore specific ideas and concepts
around faith or history, others the
gentler experience of enjoying
beauty in a sacred space. We will
develop visual exhibition material
to explain the faith to visitors and
may commission new art work if
funding allows.
Music concerts
We use music to sooth the soul,
and perform sacred works to help
people explore their ideas and
understanding of God and the faith.
We also welcome secular concerts
and recitals with visiting musicians,
choirs and orchestras.
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Cathedral
Governance and management
Effective management of the
Cathedral as an organisation,
underpins the delivery of our work
programme. Critical areas include;
governance, finance, staffing, project
delivery and evaluation.
During the plan period we will
build the AEC good governance
framework into our practice and
complete the AEC self-evaluation
framework.
Profile and communication
We will develop the Cathedral’s
profile and reputation in the city
and wider diocese, and promote
our work effectively. We aim to
communicate in an accessible
way, so that we have a positive
reputation with external audiences.
We work closely with the national
church and Diocesan colleagues
to coordinate shared messages
effectively. We have proactively
developed press links with local,
regional and national journalists
operating in print and on-line
media, or through radio and
television.
We want to be creative and
innovative in our approaches to
marketing and communications
drawing on Bristol’s strength’s
in creative industries. We will
continue to make our website
more responsive, to ensure it
is fresh and interactive, creating
new content and developing its
capacities. We have developed
our social media presence and
will continue to explore and
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experiment with new ways to
tell our stories and reach out to
people. We will continue to publish
e-newsletters and the Buttress
magazine. We use advertising
across different media as part
of our commercial approach to
encourage visitors and increased
footfall.
Commercial
We will develop commercial and
trading opportunities through the
shop, café and events business,
and attract filming and TV work
as well. During the next 10 years
we will explore other ideas and
opportunities for fairs, markets and
pop-up events.

• Developing and rolling out a
new Cathedral database for
communications and fundraising,
making sure we are compliant
with new regulations around
charitable fundraising and data
protection.
Infrastructure
We will ensure the effective
running of the Cathedral’s ICT,
CCTV, security and telephony
systems.

‘The good lord [Robert
Fitzharding]..... builded
the church and all
other house of offices
according to the same.’
from Abbott’s Newland’s Roll
(16th century)

Compliance
We will manage health and safety,
safeguarding, data protection and
all other compliance regimes
pro-actively. This is a particularly
important area of work. The
Cathedral has a significant
responsibility and duty of care to
safeguard children and vulnerable
adults and to make sure that
all who visit and work in the
Cathedral do so safely.
Key activities will include:
• Making sure we recruit people
safely and have an efficient system
for safeguarding checks.
• Training all staff and volunteers in
relation to safeguarding and health
and safety.
• Making sure the Cathedral’s
emergency procedures and
terrorism response are
embedded.
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Our resources
Good stewardship is critical if we want to be able to
deliver the priorities we have set out.

This section sets out our approach
to our resources. Our governance,
accountability and reporting
arrangements are summarised at
Annex B.

Financial
strategy
Our aim over the next ten years
is to strengthen the Cathedral’s
financial position by increasing our
income, reducing out costs, and
managing our budgets effectively.
The Cathedral has a reasonable
level of reserves but the ten year
financial forecast shows that there
is a significant financial challenge
ahead if the Cathedral is to stay
stable in the longer term. Generally
speaking we use our income from
various sources (including rent and
investments) to fund our day-to-day
running costs, and we raise funding
(mainly through grants and giving)
to cover the costs of discreet
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projects. The related charities
mentioned before play a key role
in funding our project work. The
core income from rents and grants
is fairly stable, but there is a need
to significantly increase giving from
the congregation and visitors and
to increase footfall. Technology and
demographics are driving significant
social change and giving may drop,
due to an ageing congregation. We
can also expect patterns of church
going and volunteering to change
as people develop a more digital
lifestyle. We will need to factor
these changes into our long term
approach, being innovative about
how we reach out and draw people
to the Cathedral and what it has
to offer.
We want to increase and diversify
our sources of income by:
• Developing and delivering a
fundraising campaign to fund
our major fabric projects. Bristol
Cathedral Trust has funded a

Development Director to support
our efforts. Our approach will
include the following:
-P
 romoting stewardship
campaigns among the regular
congregation.
- Winning grant funding for fabric
and other projects.
-P
 romoting online giving and
using social media to deepen our
penetration and reach.
- Increasing the membership of
the Fitzhardinge Society and the
Friends.
-D
 eveloping relationships with
corporate donors.
- Promoting legacy giving.
• Trading effectively - our shop
and café generating an increasing
surplus.
• Working hard to increase
visitor footfall through targeted
advertising, social media and
marketing efforts.
• Attracting more coach tours,
foreign and domestic visitors.
• Increasing event income - by
promoting the Cathedral as
a niche venue for fine dining
and celebrations, providing a
performance space for art, film/TV,
and music, and a meeting space for
community groups, businesses and
other organisations.
We want to reduce our costs by:
• Re-negotiating lower cost contracts
on major items where appropriate.
• Getting good value for money on
contracts and services.

Staffing and
volunteers

Environmental
resources

The Cathedral runs with a small and
dedicated staff team, and relies on
roughly 200 volunteers to arrange
our day-to-day work programme.
Given our values as an organisation,
we work hard to provide a supportive
culture for our staff and volunteers,
and to treat people fairly and well.
A retained HR consultant provides
expert support and advice. Given the
capacities for promotion are limited,
we aim to provide developmental
support and opportunities so that
people can build their skills and
knowledge and progress their careers
over time. Limited capacity is always
an issue for small team and it can
have an impact on our ability to be
responsive to new projects, and
deliver effectively. Levels of staff
commitment are high, and turnover
is low, but we have to work carefully
to manage health issues and peoples’
work life balance.

Our monastic tradition is important
to our community; the Augustinian
Canons grew their own food,
provided hospitality, cared for the
sick and the dispossessed.Today, we
continue those traditions and seek
to act as an ethical organisation,
mindful of its carbon footprint. Our
Canon Theologian has responsibility
for leading our work on social
justice and environmental issues.
Our approach will grow and evolve
over time. Our existing practice is
summarised below.

The Cathedral would not be able to
function without the support and
engagement of our many volunteers.
We recognise the social and public
benefit that volunteering can give, and
are keen to grow our volunteer base
over the next ten years.We need to
improve our approach to recruitment,
retention and development, and to
provide better pastoral support. Some
volunteers are representatives on our
various boards and committees, for
which they receive expenses.There
is a formal installation process for
some (e.g. Chapter Canons) and all
receive an induction into the work
of the Cathedral.The membership
of these committees is governed
by our Constitution and Statutes.

Campaign on climate
change issues
• We support the national church’s
‘Shrinking the Footprint’ campaign
and promote the work of green
Christian networks and groups.
• We work with partners in Bristol
Green Capital, ARC and Sacred
Place, Eco Church Southwest,
Christian Aid and others who are
running campaigns to improve
awareness and promote good
practice.
Educate and inform
• We build environmental themes
into our education work with
schools, and will look at ways
to increase and enhance this
provision, working with Avon
Wildlife Trust and others.
• Provide opportunities for
theological reflection on
environmental themes and issues.

Promote local procurement
and fairtrade
• We support the national church
buying schemes and shared
procurement for energy.
• We use local businesses and
service providers for our work as
much as possible.
• Fairtrade and local sourcing of high
quality products for both the café
and the shop.
• We avoid commissioning new
products for the shop or café
which have long or exploitative
overseas supply chains
• We are a member of the Bristol
Pound and the Bristol Fairtrade
Network.
Reduce our energy use
•R
 eplace the Cathedral heating
with a more efficient, low carbon
solution, (partially completed).
•R
 educe energy costs and waste
by replacing old style lighting with
LEDs.
• E xplore renewable energy options
for clergy housing (e.g. solar panels),
and replace existing heating systems
with more energy efficient boilers
and distribution systems.
•M
 onitor and reduce energy usage
and costs.
• Improve the levels of recycling in
the Cathedral and Gatehouse.
•U
 se materials and equipment for
events that can be recycled.
Green travel
• Incentivising non-car/low carbon
methods of travelling to work.We
have a sponsored bicycle scheme
and will provide new bicycle racks.
• Increase car sharing for Cathedral
events and meetings.
• E ncourage greater use of public
transport.
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Priority projects

Fabric strategy
We need to look
after and enhance the
Cathedral building and
its precincts.
The building itself is critical – it
frames our worship, proclamation
and community. It is not a liability, it
is an inspiration and a stage.
Our overarching aim is to make
sure that the cathedral estate
is well maintained, and that a
proactive, continuous, programme
of repair and maintenance is carried
forward. Wherever possible we will
always do repair and maintenance
work in a timely fashion to avoid
smaller scale issues becoming
larger, more intractable problems.
This relates to the Cathedral,
our precincts and the residential
properties owned and leased by the
Dean and Chapter and the Bristol
Cathedral Trust. The Cathedral’s
estate and property holdings, and
policies relating to disposals and
acquisitions and development are
summarised at Annex D.

We will:
•C
 onserve the Cathedral building
and its precincts so that it can
fulfil its mission. At times our
approach may be one of caution
(to conserve and repair), at
others it may be more creative
and innovative, depending on the
context and the project. Our
aim at all times is to ensure that
any Cathedral fabric project is
completed to as high a standard
as possible – both in terms of
design and the quality of the finish
to ensure it is in keeping with the
building and its Grade 1 listed
status.
• Manage all the Cathedral’s
physical assets (land and
property) in a strategic and
proactive manner, taking a
long term approach to the
development of the Cathedral
and its precincts. We will work
closely with our local partners
including Bristol City Council,
the Cathedral Schools Trust and
other neighbours to promote
a joined up approach to the
development of College Green
and College Square, and the
wider Harbourside and Park
Street areas. We will promote
College Green as the civic heart
of the city.

• Commission new works of art
and other features to add to the
aesthetic quality of the Cathedral
and its precincts. Where
appropriate, commissions can
support the work of local artists
and reference the city and local
community.
• Preserve and protect the
Cathedral’s inventory and
archives. This will include making
sure that arrangements are in
place for effective long term
record keeping. We will continue
to work closely with the Bristol
Archives, Central Library and
other relevant partners. We will
create a new electronic version
of our inventory, complete the
catalogue of our archives, and
prioritise items for conservation
and repair. Managing our heritage
more effectively will also help us
to improve the way we tell our
stories to new audiences.
• Provide comfortable and well
maintained homes for our clergy
and staff.

Our Cathedral is a symbol and a place of worship.
In earlier eras the building itself, with all its glass, furnishings and vestments,
spoke of our faith in a way that people broadly recognised and understood.
In the modern era it is very different, with a much wider diversity of
people visiting, and a decline in a common culture which means that one
of our main tasks is to interpret the building, and what it stands for, in
new ways. There are a number of practical projects that we would like to
complete in order to make this happen. We have put a particular emphasis
on changes which will enhance the sensory experience of a visit.
We will in the next ten years:
Restore our historic organ. Its music has been a defining feature of
our worship since the seventeenth century.
Replace our sound system, so that more people can enjoy our services,
concerts, film screenings, theatre, tours, talks and many other activities.
Improvements will support income generation and commercial hire.
Experiment with new and exciting ways to tell our stories through
sound, touch and light. We need to replace our lighting system and
with new technologies and creative approaches develop activities tailored
to visitors’ specific needs and learning styles. New exhibition spaces with
specially created content will bring our stories to life.
Provide a better welcome inside and out by transforming our
west end precinct into a community space where people can meet,
rest, and enjoy new events and activities. We will create a dedicated area
inside the nave to help people manage their visit, and we will offer new
training for our guides, welcomers and other volunteers. We would then
like to experiment with new activities like markets, fairs and pop-up events
to support income generation.
Make our building more accessible to navigate. Ancient buildings
are not always well adapted for the needs of the modern visitor. We need
to make our walkways level so that people can reach our exhibition and
community spaces more easily, and improve wheelchair access.

As well as the projects mentioned
above there are a number of other
projects that may be taken forward
during the plan period if funding
becomes available.
• Commission new furniture for the
nave and crossing.
• Sound proof the Berkeley Chapel.
• Improve the Sub-croft chapel.
• Commission new vestments.
• Complete the replacement of the
heating distribution systems in the
nave, east end and south range of
the Cathedral.
• Replace the heating system in the
Gatehouse office.
• Upgrade the CCTV system, and
complete ICT upgrades every five
years.
We are not anticipating that there
will be any major works over the
next five years, apart from the
priority projects already identified.
However, in cathedrals, nothing is
certain and unexpected work may
arise. The next quinquennial survey
will be completed in 2017.

Improve the quality of our hospitality. We will develop new products
for our shop and café, drawing on our monastic traditions, prioritising
fair trade and local suppliers. The café will be refurbished to give a
better experience for visitors.
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• Project and qualitative evaluation –
we collect comments from visitors
who come to our WWI project,
exhibitions and events, such as
Crafty Cathedral and education
days. We are using the data to
inform the design of new activities.
• Pastoral and visitor evaluation –
the Day Chaplains and Mother’s
Union welcomers provide
comments on their visits and the
engagement they have had with
the public.
• Complaints and praise – we
monitor the responses we get in
relation to complaints and praise.

Our outcomes
If we do it well, our work has a spiritual, social,
economic and environmental impact. It is important
that we monitor those outcomes so that we can know
what does work and what we can improve.

‘Superior to anything
else built in England
and indeed Europe at
the same time.’
Pevsner

We have significantly increased
the amount of evaluation we are
conducting in order to improve
the evidence base to inform future
planning and decision making. We
monitor our outputs and outcomes
through a number of methods.
Chapter receives regular reports at
its meetings.

• Key performance indicators
– since 2009 we have been
monitoring a number of KPIs
which help us assess trends and
track progress.
• Communications – we monitor
analytics in relation to our
press coverage, website, twitter,
facebook and trip advisor.
• Service evaluation - we seek
feedback from people attending
services to inform how we improve
our communications and reach.

We will report on our outputs and
outcomes in the annual report and
accounts which is made available to
partners and stakeholders. We use
the Bristol Citizen’s Panel to help
us gather data and feedback on our
work from the broader community
in the city.
Monitoring and evaluation is
important, but we also recognise
that not everything that happens
in a Cathedral can, or should be,
quantified. Our spiritual mission
has an impact that cannot be easily
measured, so we always acknowledge
that our numbers will only ever tell a
small part of the story.
  
Please see Annex E for more detail
about monitoring and evaluation.
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Afterword
A good deal of what
you have read here is
about what we hope
to do in, and with, the
Cathedral.

Christmas and Easter. I have been
here at times of sorrow, for the
funeral of my own father. I have
been here when the Cathedral has
been political, civic, diocesan and
international.

If you have read this, you will know
that we want the Cathedral to be a
focus for the community, a place to
reflect on life and love.We believe
we have a responsibility to offer
an invitation to think about the
life of Christ and the love of God
generously.

Bristol Cathedral does not just
speak with the voice of this
Cathedral Chapter. It speaks for the
communities who have been here
over a thousand years (our Saxon
carving is about a thousand years
old). It speaks with the voice of all
sorts of communities who visit it
now.

This is a road map for us for the
years ahead. Before you put this
document down, there is a further
point to make. I have lived alongside
Bristol Cathedral now for seven
years. I know that, whilst I plan to do
things in it and with it, the Cathedral
has hold of me and it is changing me.
The Cathedral is not just a historic
monument, a great responsibility, or
a shrine. It is a place of imagination
and encounter. It changes in the
liturgical seasons; it changes as
it embraces different events and
different communities. It can bring
you to your knees and it can
lift you of your feet. I have been
here at times of great joy – at
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The Chapter holds it in trust,
committed to keeping faith with
God, with the past and with Bristol’s
future. It has never been and must
never be a building that is simple, or
singular. For all our strategic focus
we want Bristol Cathedral to be
what we know it to be, rich and
various, like the glory of God and
the promise of his Kingdom.

The Very Revd Dr David Hoyle
Dean of Bristol
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Annex A

SWOT analysis and key trends

The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the Cathedral
over the next 10 years are summarised below.
Strengths

Weaknesses

- An iconic building of architectural importance.
- An attractive, city centre location, close to visitor
attractions and meeting places.
- High standards in music, worship and liturgy.
- A good quality choir and musicians - a positive pipeline
from the Bristol Cathedral Choir School.
- A committed volunteer base.
- A relatively healthy level of financial reserves.
- Dedicated resources for fundraising.
- A cathedral and estate that is in good condition.
- A committed and caring staff team.

- The institutional reputation of the Church - splits on
theology and sexual abuse claims.
- Tight fundraising climate.
-M
 aking our voice heard in a large city where there is a
lot going on.
-C
 hange to the way people connect and interact. Rise of
social media and decline of other methods of interaction.
- L ack of staff capacity and the ability to be responsive.
- Deficit budgets and losses in BCE Ltd.
- An ageing congregation.

Opportunities

Threats

- To support the Diocese and the ministry of the Bishop of
Bristol.
- To grow the congregation.
- To increase our levels of responsiveness and effectively
meet the needs of our community.
- To increase numbers of people volunteering.
- To increase foot fall through better PR, marketing and
targeted advertising.
- To continue the commercial development of the shop
and café.
- To develop the commercial event strategy and introduce
new income generation streams.

- Any reputational crisis to the National Church or the
Cathedral.
- F inancial crisis - due to deficit budgets or a drop in
investment income.
- F inancial crisis - due to a major fabric problem/issue.
- A significant/ substantial decline in volunteers.
- Increasing liturgical diversity in the church, which makes
it harder for the Cathedral to be a focus for unity.
-M
 ajor compliance failure - safeguarding, health and safety
and data protection.
- Increasing compliance demands which require additional
staff resources and time.
- Apathy - a narrative of inevitable church decline.
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Key Trends
There are a number of key trends
that will have an impact on the
delivery of the Cathedral strategy
over the next ten years. As the data
changes frequently we have not
quoted figures, but have referenced
relevant surveys.
• General decline in the UK and
internationally in those identifying as
Christian. Reference – British Social
Attitudes Survey, 2011 Census,
Pew Research. Linda Woodhead
has done specific research on the
Church of England.

•C
 hanging social attitudes – UK
society is generally becoming
more liberal on social issues such
as sexuality, abortion and assisted
dying. Reference – British Social
Attitudes Survey.
•C
 hanging lifestyles – increasing
numbers of people living alone and
living longer, and a society that is
becoming more fragmented and
disconnected. Pressures are growing
on young people in terms of jobs
and housing, but also on older
generations looking after parents
and children together.

• Demography – the Anglican church
has a high age demographic, which
will affect ministry, volunteering,
pastoral care and long term
sustainability. This will also have a
knock on effect on financial giving.
• However, cathedrals have been
growing. Reference – 2009 Theos
report ‘Spiritual Capital’ and 2014
report on the social and economic
impact of Cathedrals (Ecorys).
• A decline in a common language
and understanding around faith and
spiritual matters.
• The impact of technological change
and the pace of change. The rise of
social media and digital communities
which will affect how cathedrals
engage and reach new audiences.
It will also affect how people think
about church and patterns of
worship.
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Annex B

Governance, accountability and reporting

Governance and
legal framework
The General Synod of the Church
of England is responsible for the
Cathedral’s legal framework. The
Cathedrals measure (1999) sets
out the governance structure which
the Dean and Chapter must have in
place, and the Care of Cathedrals
Measure (2011) sets out the specific
arrangements for the management
of the Cathedral fabric. Synod is
also responsible for other legislation
relating to; clergy terms and
conditions and discipline, worship and
services, safeguarding and patronage
(Dean and Chapter rights over
individual parishes). The Cathedral
has its own Constitution and Statutes
which were originally approved under
the measure in 2001 and updated
in 2007. They will be updated again
during the plan period to reflect
recent legal changes.
The governance structure is
summarised below.
Chapter
Chapter is the main body responsible
for the direction and oversight of
the Cathedral and is made up of the
Dean, three residentiary Canons,
a Canon Theologian, and three lay
non-residentiary members. The Dean
is appointed by the Crown, clerical
representatives are appointed, after
consultation, by the Crown, and
lay representatives are appointed,
after consultation, by the Bishop.
Lay canons hold office for terms of
three years, which are renewable. The
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Chapter is required to meet at least
nine times a year and its main role is
to “order the worship and promote
the mission of the Cathedral”
(Statutes 2001).
The main responsibilities of the
Chapter are:
• To articulate the Cathedral’s
priorities and formulate appropriate
plans for their delivery.
• To oversee the management of the
Cathedral’s assets and investments,
and ensure that all necessary repair,
maintenance and development
works to the fabric and precincts
are carried out.
• To oversee the management of
the Cathedral and make sure
appropriate policies and processes
are in place for safeguarding, health
and safety, HR and other issues.
• To oversee the preparation of an
annual budget.
• To monitor and evaluate the
performance of the Cathedral.
Chapter’s financial responsibilities
include:
•P
 reparing and publishing an annual
report and audited accounts.
•C
 omplying with the regulations
on the subject prepared by the
Cathedrals Administration and
Finance Association (CAFA)
• S electing suitable accounting
policies and applying them
consistently.
•M
 aking judgements and estimates
that are reasonable and prudent.
•K
 eeping proper accounting records
• S afeguarding the assets of the
Cathedral and hence taking

reasonable steps for the prevention
and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.
Individual Chapter responsibilities are
summarised at Annex C.
Cathedral Council
The Council is responsible for
furthering and supporting the work
of the Cathedral, “spiritual, pastoral,
evangelistic, social and ecumenical,
reviewing and advising upon the
direction and oversight of that work
by the Chapter...”(Cathedral Statutes
2001). The Council consists of up
to twenty members with a chair
person appointed by the Bishop.
Members are drawn from the
Bishop’s Council, Diocean Synod, the
College of Canons and Chapter and
elected members of the Cathedral
congregation. They meet twice a
year to discuss progress on strategy
and finance, and key projects. They
monitor risk and receive the annual
report and accounts.
College of Canons
The College is made up of forty
clerical and lay representatives from
the Cathedral and the wider diocese.
They meet twice a year to discuss
progress on key projects, and receive
the annual report and accounts.

Finance Advisory Committee
(FiAC)
FiAC provides technical advice to
the Dean and Chapter on all matters
relating to the financial management
of the Cathedral. It is made of people
with expertise in accountancy and
auditing and meets at least two times
a year. Its duties include; reviewing
the annual report and accounts,
the annual budget, monitoring the
Cathedral’s investment portfolio and
reviewing the risk register.
Fabric Advisory Committee
(FAC)
The FAC provides technical advice
and support to the Dean and
Chapter on all matters relating to
the management of the Cathedral’s
physical fabric. It is made up of people
with expertise in planning, heritage
and architecture, it meets at least
three times a year and is supported
by retained consultants; the Cathedral
Architect and Archaeologist. Its duties
include advising on, and approving,
new fabric projects and programmes
of repair and maintenance.
Recruitment
The recruitment process for
the various committees and the
representatives required are set out
in the Constitution and Statutes.
Members serve for a particular
period of time and new members are
installed and inducted as appropriate.
Chapter members receive training
from the Association of English
Cathedrals. None of the committee
members are remunerated, but may
claim expenses.

Regulatory Bodies
The Bishop of Bristol acts as the
Cathedral’s Visitor. The Cathedral is
not a registered charity, but it does
have charitable status and we draw
on the Charity Commission’s advice
on governance and procedures.
We also draw on the expertise
of other regulatory and specialist
bodies including the Information
Commissioner’s Office, CCPAS
(safeguarding) and the Health and
Safety Executive. The Cathedral has
a whistle-blowing policy which is set
out in the staff handbook.

Accountability
and reporting
The sections below summarise our
reporting and management processes.
Risk management
The Cathedral has a risk register
setting out the strategic risks which
need to be monitored and managed.
Chapter receive quarterly risk
reports which highlight issues and
learning. The reports are shared with
FiAC and the Cathedral Council. The
risk register is reviewed annually.
Budget setting and
financial management
The Cathedral has developed a ten
year financial forecast, which is kept
under regular review. The Cathedral’s
financial year runs from January to
December. A budget is prepared for
both the Dean and Chapter and for
Bristol Cathedral Enterprises Ltd
(BCE) each year. The annual report
and accounts are consolidated, and
a separate set of company accounts
are sent to Companies House for
BCE. The budget is prepared over
the summer, signed off in the autumn
by Chapter and endorsed by the
Council. The Dean and Chapter
reviews the monthly management
accounts and a more detailed review
is discussed at the half year point.
Cash flow forecasts are prepared and
regularly reviewed.
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Reserves policy

Procurement and contracting

The Cathedral has both unrestricted
and restricted reserves. Our policy
towards their use is as follows:
• We generally avoid spending our
unrestricted reserves as it is
important to have some financial
resource to support cash flow.
However, the Dean and Chapter
has agreed they can be spent if
necessary to cover urgent or
important work that cannot be
funded any other way. Planned
spending from the unrestricted
reserves will be agreed by Chapter
as part of the annual budget setting
round. Emergency spending will be
dealt with on a case by case basis
as the need arises. The unrestricted
reserve should not fall below
£500,000.
• We have various sums held in
restricted reserves. Our general
approach is to run down the
smaller pots of funding and use
them for ongoing work. The funds
can mainly be used for fabric repair
and maintenance and for the choir.
There is a substantial restricted
fund for fabric. We use the interest
income from this fund to pay our
annual repair and maintenance
costs. The capital can be used to
cover the costs of uninsured risks
and it can be used, if Chapter
approves, to support developmental
work and feasibility studies where
necessary.
• Legacies are ring-fenced when the
legatee has been specific about a
bequest. These funds are spent in
line with the bequest and reported
in the annual report and accounts.

Generally speaking formal tenders
will be issued to at least three
firms for any Cathedral projects,
including consultancy services, fabric
projects and other work, and will be
scored against criteria. For sensitive
or higher value contracts firms
will be asked to interview before
being appointed. In limited cases
single tender actions may be used
for contracts below £10,000, with
Chapter consent.
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The contracts for retained services
including the Cathedral Architect,
Cathedral Archaeologist and Audit
and Accounting are reviewed and retendered on a five yearly basis.
Fundraising
We raise funds from individuals
and corporate sponsors. We have a
framework for assessing donations
which helps us to complete
due diligence and identify, and if
necessary escalate, more sensitive or
controversial donations. We have a
planned giving scheme for members
of the Cathedral community. We
have a policy in relation to vulnerable
adults and would consider carefully
any request to make a financial
donation or legacy. We do not raise
money through cold calling services,
or direct approaches to the public
on the street. We will make sure that
we are compliant with advice from
the Charity Commission, and the
fundraising regulator.
Safeguarding
The national church sets the policy
in relation to the safeguarding of
children and vulnerable adults. The
Diocese has its own policies and
the Cathedral policy is consistent
with them. There is a Service Level

Agreement (2015) between the
Cathedral and the Diocese in relation
to safeguarding support.
The Chapter Clerk acts as the
Safeguarding Officer and is
responsible for the policy, procedures
and training in the Cathedral. The
Chapter Clerk chairs the quarterly
safeguarding committee, which
includes the Diocesan Safeguarding
Advisor (DSA) and a representative
from the Cathedral Schools Trust.
There is close joint working with the
School on safeguarding issues. The
Diocesan Canon, has the safeguarding
oversight role on Chapter;
safeguarding is a standing item on the
Chapter agenda. Investigations and
risk assessments are completed by
the DSA and any serious allegations
are investigated by the Bishop’s
strategy group. The Diocesan training
manager will deliver training required
for clergy, staff and volunteers under
the national training framework.
Health and safety
The Chapter Clerk is responsible
for the health and safety policy,
procedures and training. The
Chapter Clerk chairs the quarterly
health and safety committee. The
Cathedral has a health and safety
policy, emergency procedures and
risk assessments covering staff,
volunteers and activities. There is
an annual action plan and a regular
programme of review. Accident
reports and any other issues are
considered and Chapter receive a
quarterly update on progress and
any issues of concern.

Human Resources, training and
volunteers
The Cathedral retains the services
of a HR consultant to advise on staff
issues, including employment law.
The Cathedral has a staff handbook,
for lay staff, which sets out the
policies and procedures. New staff
and volunteers receive an induction
which includes information and
advice on the health and safety and
safeguarding policies. Cathedral line
managers complete an annual review
with their team members and any
specific training needs are identified.
Chapter is updated quarterly on any
issues or concerns.
The clergy HR arrangements are
dealt with separately and during the
strategy period HR advice for clergy
on common tenure will be agreed.
Data protection
We are registered with the Office
of the Information Commissioner,
as we operate CCTV systems
on the Cathedral site. We hold
personal information and data on
the Cathedral database. We never
sell data or pass it on to companies
and third parties for commercial
purposes. During the strategy period
we will install a new database. We
will complete a cleansing exercise,
giving individuals the opportunity
to let us know their preferences
in relation to data, fundraising and
communications.

services and staff have access to
shredders so that records are
disposed of appropriately and in a
timely manner.
Business resilience and disaster
recovery
We have a business resilience risk
assessment and processes in place
to support disaster recovery. We
work closely with the Council civil
protection team on resilience issues.
In terms of our infrastructure:
• The Cathedrals e-mail is held in the
cloud and backed up virtually.
• The Cathedral server (on site) is
backed up to highly secure, off-site,
facilities.
• The Cathedral website is hosted
separately to the server and is also
backed up virtually.
• The Cathedral ICT systems are
managed by a reputable IT company
and we use a sonic wall and other
measures to protect the Cathedral
systems from malware and other
problems. Access to inappropriate
websites and social media sites
is restricted (as part of our
safeguarding policy).

Individuals may sign up to our
website for the e-newsletter, but can
unsubscribe easily if they do not wish
to be contacted further. An individual
can be removed from the database
at any time by making a request to
database@bristol-cathedral.
co.uk. We use confidential shredding
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Annex D

Annex C

Estate, property and site development

Chapter and governance
responsibilities

Dean of Bristol

Diocesan Canon

Keeper of the Fabric (lay)

• Senior priest in the Diocese and
responsible for the leadership of
the Cathedral community and the
Chapter.
• Responsible for the vision and
development of worship and
mission.
• Responsible for fulfilling clerical
duties relating to services and
events.
• Responsible for overseeing the
management and administration of
the Cathedral budget, fabric and
all matters relating to repair and
maintenance.
• Responsible for line managing
the team, the Chapter Clerk, the
Executive Assistant, and acting as
a Director of Bristol Cathedral
Enterprises.
• Trustee of the Cathedral Schools
Trust.

• Responsible for fulfilling clerical
duties relating to services and
events.
• Responsible for the oversight of
safeguarding work.
• Responsible for Diocesan clergy
training and development.

• Responsible for overseeing the
management of the Cathedral fabric
and its precincts including College
Green, the Gatehouse, and College
Square.
• Providing advice and guidance to
the FAC.

Canon Pastor

Lay Canon

• Responsible for developing
and managing the pastoral and
education work of the Cathedral.
• Responsible for developing
discipleship
• Responsible for fulfilling clerical
duties relating to services and
events.
• Responsible for developing and
managing the volunteer community.
• Responsible for line managing the
Education Officer.

• Sharing the work of Chapter and
informing decisions and discussions.
• Supporting fundraising, and external
relations with groups in the city and
other key projects.

Canon Precentor
• Responsible for the development
of the musical and liturgical life of
the Cathedral and managing the
delivery of services and events.
• Responsible for managing the
recruitment and development of
the choir (lay clerks, choral scholars
and choristers) and choir outreach
programmes.
• Responsible for fulfilling clerical
duties relating to services and
events.
• Responsible for line managing
the Master of the Choristers, the
Assistant Organist and the Music
Administrator.
• Governor of Bristol Cathedral
Choir School.
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Canon Theologian
• Responsible for fulfilling clerical
duties relating to services and
events.
• Responsible for the social justice
and environmental agendas.
• Responsible for developing a
theological/education programme.

Canon Treasurer (lay)
• Responsible for overseeing the
development of the Cathedral’s
financial strategy and budget.
• Providing advice and guidance on
financial and investment matters.
• Acting as a Director of Bristol
Cathedral Enterprises.
• Member of FiAC.

Chapter Clerk (ex-officio)
• Secretary to Chapter and
responsible for managing strategic
planning, budgeting and evaluation.
• Secretary to the Council, College
of Canons, Finance and Fabric
committees.
• Responsible for fabric and
lease management, repairs and
maintenance.
• Responsible for HR, safeguarding,
health and safety and security, data
protection, and infrastructure.
• Responsible for Bristol Cathedral
Enterprises (BCE) and the
management of the Cathedral shop
and café.
• Responsible for the delivery of
events and commercial work.
• Line management responsibility for
the Finance Team and the BCE staff.
• Director of BCE
• Responsible for the Cathedral seal
and its use.

The Cathedral estate is
summarised below.
The Cathedral precinct includes:
• The main Cathedral building
which consists of the Victorian
nave and west end, the medieval
hall church (east end) and Elder
Lady Chapel, and the cloister range
of the original Augustinian abbey
with medieval Chapter House. The
garden and graveyard.
• The paved area outside the west
doors and the medieval Abbey
Gatehouse, which houses the
cathedral’s offices.
• College Green, is leased to the
Council and used for a wide range
of community events. The Council
manages the site permissions
process and works in partnership
with the Cathedral team on the
delivery of events.
Cathedral Schools Trust
The cathedral owns College Square
which is used by the school and is
leased to the Trust for the next 75
years. It includes:
• Part of the original medieval close
– the Old Deanery, the Pates
building and the Abbey House.
• The grassed area known as the
Tump.

Residential holdings

Site development

• A Deanery, which is a Grade 2
listed, Georgian house near to the
Cathedral.
• Two Edwardian homes; one for the
Canon Precentor and one for the
Canon Pastor.
• An Edwardian terraced property
for the Head Verger.
• Two modern flats near the
Cathedral for Vergers. These are
owned by Bristol Cathedral Trust
and are leased to the Dean and
Chapter.

The Dean and Chapter have explored
the options for the development
of new buildings on the Cathedral
site, and the options for additional
building work to extend the capacity
of the existing structures. Given the
priorities of this strategy the Dean
and Chapter and Bristol Cathedral
Trust have agreed that there will be
no new building development during
the plan period, which includes
the west end precinct, where the
foundations from a previously failed
build are still visible. The Dean and
Chapter has also completed a master
planning exercise for College Green,
the west end and College Square, and
will use that as the vision to inform
schemes and projects over the next
25 years. In this plan period priority
will be given to improving the west
end precinct, but in the longer term
improvements to College Green
and College Square would also be
considered. The decision on a new
building would be re-considered if
the University of the West of England
changed its longer term plans in
relation to graduation ceremonies.

Disposal and acquisitions
• The Dean and Chapter keep
their asset base under review.
Residential properties for clergy
and other staff may be sold and
replaced with other properties
which are more convenient or
desirable in other ways (e.g. closer
to the Cathedral). Any proceeds
would be re-invested in new
properties, and into Cathedral
reserves.
• It is unlikely that the Cathedral
Schools Trust would move off site,
but if it did, the Dean and Chapter
would need to re-visit its strategy
for the use of the school buildings.
A full options appraisal would
be commissioned with external
consultants to inform decision
making.
• There is very limited scope to
sell the Abbey Gatehouse. It is a
Grade 1 listed building and it is
unlikely that permission would
be given for change of use. It has
limitations which affect accessibility.
It will continue to be used as the
Cathedral office during the plan
period.
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Annex E
Monitoring outcomes

The table below summarises how we will monitor our
outcomes over the next ten years.
Theme
Worship

Outcome
More people sharing in our worship.

Those who do worship to be more
engaged.

Word
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Monitoring
• Monthly KPIs - service figures for Sunday and midweek.
• Feedback from qualitative surveys of the congregation.
• Increased numbers for baptism and confirmation.

Witness

• Monthly KPIs - service figures for Sunday and midweek.
• Feedback from qualitative surveys of the congregation.

More children, including our
choristers, knowing about faith.

• Increased numbers attending the Cathedral’s education
programme.
• Increased numbers attending children’s groups.
• Increased baptisms and confirmations.

New and better opportunities to
reflect on faith.

• F eedback from qualitative surveys of the congregation.
• F eedback from those participating in new activities or
programmes.

A city that comes together to
celebrate its life.

• S upport for vigils, civic services and events - qualitative
feedback.

A city that comes together to
acknowledge and respond to need.

• F eedback from partners about our work.
• S takeholder surveys through the Citizens’ panel.

The Cathedral taking leadership in
reflecting on our hope for the city.

• F eedback from partners about our work.
• S takeholder surveys through the Citizens’ panel.

Offer worship that is profound and
mysterious and accessible and fresh
when it needs to be.

• Monthly KPIs - service figures for Sunday and midweek.
• Feedback from qualitative surveys of the congregation.

More volunteers of all ages engaging in
the life of the Cathedral.

•Q
 uantitative and qualitative feedback from a volunteer
survey.
• Increased numbers of people volunteering.

A celebration of our Anglican
heritage and a commitment to
keeping that heritage lively and
relevant.

• The delivery of projects which explore and celebrate
Anglian heritage and feedback from people who visit
exhibitions and participate in other events and activities.

More people and organisations
supporting local efforts to reduce
people trafficking and poverty and
promote a better stewardship of
creation.

A clear proclamation of the good
news of Christ.

• Increased numbers of baptisms and confirmations.
• Increased numbers at services.

•Q
 uantitative - numbers attending for poverty,
environment and slavery Sundays and services.
•Q
 ualitative - engagement with themed lectures and
exhibitions.
•Q
 ualitative - engagement with specific initiatives
• Increasing contributions to the food bank.
•R
 ecycling and energy monitoring.

Art and music that will change us.

• Increasing audiences and attendance.
•Q
 ualitative - feedback surveys.

More visitors who explore and
engage with our life.

• Increased number of visitors.
• Increased duration time on visit.
•V
 isitor satisfaction surveys.
• Qualitative feedback on our interpretation.

The Cathedral is an effective and
efficient organisation.

•K
 ey performance indicators.
•Q
 uantitative and qualitative visitor surveys.
•M
 onitor a file of praise and complaints correspondence
and e-mails.
•T
 racking positive and negative comments on social
media.
• E nvironmental health rating for café.

A community growing in faith and
understanding.

• Increased attendance at lent Lectures, Open Fellowship,
Forum and other groups.
• Feedback from qualitative surveys of the congregation
and attendees at events.

A community that knows it is loved,
supported and accepted.

• Feedback from qualitative surveys of the congregation.
• Feedback from the Daily Chaplains record and
Mother’s Union notes.

A clear proclamation of the good
news to be poor and oppressed.

• Qualitative surveys.
• Feedback from the Daily Chaplains.

Cathedral
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If you want to deepen your
connection with the Cathedral,
why not:
• Come to a service
• Pray here
• Join the Friends or Fitzharding
Society
• Become a volunteer
Services at the Cathedral follow the
ancient monastic rhythm of praise,
prayer and worship.
During the Week
Morning Prayer at 8:30am
Holy Communion at 12:30pm
Choral Evensong or said Evening
Prayer at 5:15pm
On Saturday
Holy Communion at 12:30pm
Choral Evensong or said Evening
Prayer at 3:30pm
On Sunday
There is a traditional communion
service at 8:00am, the main
Cathedral Eucharist at 10:00am and
Choral Evensong (with sermon) at
3:30pm.
Please note service times do
occasionally change. For full details
of our services, events and opening
times see our website.

Do visit our shop, café and
award winning garden.
www.bristol-cathedral.co.uk,
follow us on twitter @bristolcathedra,
like us on facebook /bristolcathedral or
phone on 0117 926 4879.
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Design: www.picadordesign.co.uk
Photography: Dave Pratt
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For more information about Bristol Cathedral,
visit www.bristol-cathedral.co.uk
@BristolCathedra
find us on facebook/BristolCathedral
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Phone 0117 926 4879
Bristol Cathedral, College Green,
Bristol BS1 5TJ

